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CASTING ABILITY MOD SPELL SAVE DC

+ 8 + PB =

SPELL ATTACK MOD

= PB +

CASTING ABILITY MOD SPELL SAVE DC

+ 8 + PB =

SPELL ATTACK MOD

= PB +

CANTRIPS
NAME RANGE COMPONENTSSAVE/ATTACK TIME CONC. DURATION

1ST LEVEL

NAME RANGE COMPONENTSSAVE/ATTACK TIME CONC. DURATIONPREP

SLOTS

2ND LEVEL

NAME RANGE COMPONENTSSAVE/ATTACK TIME CONC. DURATIONPREP

SLOTS

3RD LEVEL

NAME RANGE COMPONENTSSAVE/ATTACK TIME CONC. DURATIONPREP

SLOTS

4TH LEVEL

NAME RANGE COMPONENTSSAVE/ATTACK TIME CONC. DURATIONPREP

SLOTS

5TH LEVEL

NAME RANGE COMPONENTSSAVE/ATTACK TIME CONC. DURATIONPREP

SLOTS
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NAME RANGE COMPONENTSSAVE/ATTACK TIME CONC. DURATIONPREP
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7TH LEVEL

NAME RANGE COMPONENTSSAVE/ATTACK TIME CONC. DURATIONPREP
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9TH LEVEL
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	Features & Traits: Mobile (feat):You are exceptionally speedy and agile. You gain the following benefits: - Your speed increases by 10 feet.- When you use the Dash action, difficult terrain doesn't cost you extra movement on that turn.- When you make a melee attack against a creature, you don't provoke opportunity attacks from that creature for the rest of the turn, whether you hit or not.
	Features & Traits Cont: Unarmored Defense - Beginning at 1st level, while you are wearing no armor and not wielding a shield, your AC equals 10 + your Dexterity modifier + your Wisdom modifier. Martial Arts - At 1st level, your practice of martial arts gives you mastery of combat styles that use unarmed strikes and monk weapons, which are shortswords and any simple melee weapons that don’t have the two-handed or heavy property. You gain the following benefits while you are unarmed or wielding only monk weapons and you aren’t wearing armor or wielding a shield: You can use Dexterity instead of Strength for the attack and damage rolls of your unarmed strikes and monk weapons. You can roll a d4 in place of the normal damage of your unarmed strike or monk weapon. This die changes as you gain monk levels, as shown in the Martial Arts column of the Monk table. When you use the Attack action with an unarmed strike or a monk weapon on your turn, you can make one unarmed strike as a bonus action. For example, if you take the Attack action and attack with a quarterstaff, you can also make an unarmed strike as a bonus action, assuming you haven’t already taken a bonus action this turn.
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